
Back on the Trail (Anthony Version)
INT. GCC - DAY

Despite the familiarity of the voice coming from the room,
Anthony and the Player decide against investigating the
voice’s origin.

ANTHONY
You know what, you’re right. That voice sounds creepy as
HECK, and honestly, who would ever come up with such a
ridiculous idea like investigating a creepy voice when we
have laundry to do?

Anthony tries laughing off the situation to make the vibe less
awkward, thus making the vibe feel awkwarder.

ANTHONY
Aaaaanyways, let’s get out of here before we get
sidetracked.

The Player and Anthony make their way out of the GCC. The Player
looks at Anthony while walking to see a dejected look on his
face. Anthony makes eye contact with the Player, and they both
stop walking.

ANTHONY
Hey, I’m sorry for dragging you around for this. That’s on
me.

The Player waves off Anthony’s negative self-talk and pats
Anthony on the shoulder.

ANTHONY
Thanks; I appreciate it.

After Anthony responds to the Players kind gesture, Anthony’s



face lights up, as if he’s come up with an idea. A lightbulb
appears over Anthony’s head as his face lights up.

ANTHONY
Yo, wait a minute, I have an idea. Hear me out, instead of
using machines for washing our clothes, what if we washed
them… by hand???



Back on the Trail (Audrey Version)
INT. GCC - DAY

Despite the familiarity of the voice coming from the room,
Audrey and the Player decide against investigating the
voice’s origin.

AUDREY
Hey Anthony, the Player is right. Those voices are way
too creepy to check out.

ANTHONY
Completely understandable, even though I feel like it’d
be fun for all of us to check this out. I’ll catch up
with you both later though.

AUDREY
For sure, see you later.

Audrey and the Player start to walk out of the GCC. The Player
looks back for a second to see Anthony walk towards the room
where the sound came from, but looks forward again as they
have made their decision already. After Audrey and the Player
walk away from the GCC, Audrey’s face lights up, as if she’s
come up with an idea. A lightbulb appears over Audrey’s head
as her face lights up.

AUDREY
Yo wait, I have an idea. Hear me out, what if we washed
the clothes… by hand???


